8/30/21 IEC: in the past, faculty/staff gave a ten minute presentation, with five minutes for Q & A, after
completing a CPR. What – if any -- culminating experience should be part of the new process? Weigh the
benefits and drawbacks, and be prepared to discuss with the committee.
Is the purpose
to be
informational
or actionable?

Presentation as a
celebration of the
program – not as a
high-stakes solution.
Purpose is to
communicate and
interact with Skyline
Community – not to
be judged.

2 x (Let’s
make the
Presentation
optional.)

Give more guideline of
what to cover or
include. Such as, what
are the 4 most
important things
people need to know
about your program.

Give people
options –
Presentation or
something else
such as create a
website, a video,
invite students to
present, etc

Strongly
encouraged
but not
required

True, APP and
FTEF, I don’t
see the
connection

One size fits all process
might not be best fit
for different programs
– may want multiple
options for
presentation (to whom
& modality & for what
purpose – relating to
other stickie note re:
purpose is

Presentation is
an extra step—
which became a
whole separate
task from the
report

Instead of a dog and
pony show, how about
like a simple Google
site to highlight it, it
can be something to
discuss with review
team? And it’s more
permanent, folks can
look at it – action focus

Swap the
order of
presentation
and report?

As observers, we
learn from the
presentations. Try to
make it a more low
stakes
presentations. And
provide
collaboration spaces

Substance
over style

Shark Tank
Style Demo
Day LOL (this
is actually a
joke)

Presentation
disconnected
from the rest of
CPR—how an we
be more
thoughtful in the
process?

If presentation
is kept, make
it more
interactive

Have technology
assistance/
resources
available for
presenters

Make an
artifact – or
have admin
show up!
Otherwise
waste of time

President/VPI
should
respond?

Large
departments
issue-hard to
collaborate
together

Looking forward
to the next CPR is
more important
than a final
presentation!
Scheduling out
the next 7 years?!

